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Abstract - A fuzzy logic based expert system has been
developed that automatically allocates electronic attack
(EA) resources in real-time over many dissimilar
platforms. The platforms can be very general, e.g., ships,
planes, robots, land based facilities, etc.  Potential foes
the platforms deal with can also be general. This paper
describes data mining activities related to development of
the resource manager with a focus on genetic algorithm
based optimization.  The use of a database of scenarios
prevents the algorithm from having too narrow a range of
behaviors, i.e., it creates a more robust solution.  The
approach to optimization is a type of co-evolution, i.e.,
both friend and foe agents simultaneously adapt within a
complicated environment perceived through various
sensors such as: radar, electronic support measures, etc.
New rule classes and the five components of the resource
manager are discussed. Finally, the resource manager’s
multi-platform response is examined for multiple
scenarios.
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1  Introduction

Modern naval battleforces generally include
many different platforms, e.g., ships, planes, helicopters,
etc.  Each platform has its own sensors, e.g., radar, ESM,
and communications.  The sharing of information
measured by local sensors via communication links
across the battlegroup should allow for optimal or near
optimal decisions.  The survival of the battlegroup or
members of the group depends on the automatic real-time
allocation of various resources.

A fuzzy logic algorithm has been developed that
automatically allocates electronic attack (EA) resources
in real-time.  In this paper EA refers to the active use of
electronic techniques to neutralize enemy equipment such
as radar [1].  The particular approach to fuzzy logic that
will be used is the fuzzy decision tree, a generalization of
the standard artificial intelligence technique of decision
trees [2].

The controller must be able to make decisions
based on rules provided by experts.  The fuzzy logic
approach allows the direct codification of expertise
forming a fuzzy linguistic description [3], i.e., a formal
representation of the system in terms of fuzzy if-then
rules.  This will prove to be a flexible structure that can
be extended or otherwise altered as doctrine sets, i.e., the
expert rule sets change.

The fuzzy linguistic description will build
composite concepts from simple logical building blocks
known as root concepts through various logical
connectives: “or”, “and”, etc.  Optimization has been
conducted to determine the form of the membership
functions for the fuzzy root concepts.

The optimization procedures employed here are
a type of data mining.  Data mining is defined as the
efficient discovery of valuable, non-obvious information
from a large collection of data [4].  The genetic
optimization techniques used here are efficient, the
relationship between parameters extracted and the fuzzy
rules are certainly not a priori obvious, and the
information obtained is valuable for decision-theoretic
processes.  Also, the algorithm is designed so that when
the scenario databases change as a function of time, then
the algorithm can automatically re-optimize allowing it to
discover new relationships in the data.  Alternatively, the
RM can be embedded in a computer game that EA
experts can play.  The software records the result of the
RM and expert’s interaction, automatically assembling a
database of scenarios.  After the end of the game, the RM
makes a determination of whether or not to re-optimize
itself using the newly extended database.

To be consistent with terminology used in
artificial intelligence and complexity theory [5], the term
“agent” will sometimes be used to mean platform, also a
group of allied platforms will be referred to as a “meta-
agent.”  Finally, the terms “blue” and “red” will refer to
“agents” or “meta-agents” on opposite sides of a conflict,
i.e., the blue side and the red side.

Section 2 will briefly introduce the ideas of
fuzzy set theory, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy decision trees.
Section 3 discusses optimization with a focus on genetic
algorithms and data mining.  Section 4 discusses the
multi-platform model, its five major components and co-
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evolution.  Section 5 discusses environmental and geo-
political rule classes.  Section 6 provides examples of the
RM’s response for multi-platform scenarios.   Finally,
section 7 provides a summary.

2 A brief introduction to fuzzy sets,
logic, and decision trees

The resource manager (RM) must be able to deal
with linguistically imprecise information provided by an
expert.  Also, the RM must control a number of assets
and be flexible enough to rapidly adapt to change.  The
above requirements suggest an approach based on fuzzy
logic.  Fuzzy logic is a mathematical formalism that
attempts to imitate the way humans make decisions.
Through the concept of the grade of membership, fuzzy
set theory and fuzzy logic allow a simple mathematical
expression of uncertainty. The RM will require a
mathematical representation of domain expertise.  The
decision tree of classical artificial intelligence provides a
graphical representation of expertise that is easily adapted
by adding or pruning limbs.  Finally, the fuzzy decision
tree, a fuzzy logic extension of this concept, allows easy
incorporation of uncertainty as well as a graphical
codification of expertise.

This section will develop the basic concepts of
fuzzy sets, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy decision trees.  The
parameterization of root and composite concepts is
discussed.

2.1 Fuzzy set theory

This subsection provides a basic introduction to
the ideas of fuzzy set theory.  Fuzzy set theory allows an
object to have partial membership in more than one set.
It does this through the introduction of a function known
as the membership function, which maps from the
complete set of objects X into a set known as membership
space.  More formally, the definition of a fuzzy set [6] is

If X is a collection of objects denoted generically by
x then a fuzzy set A in X is a set of ordered pairs:

A x x x XA= ∈{( , ( ))| }µ  (1)

µ A x( )  is called the membership function or grade of
membership (also degree of compatibility or degree of
truth) of x in A which maps X to the membership space
M.

The logical connectives “and”, “or”, and the
modifier “not” are defined as

)](),(max[)(: xxxBAor BABA µµµ =→∪ ∪ (2)
)](),(min[)(: xxxBAand BABA µµµ =→∩ ∩ (3)
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2.2 Fuzzy decision trees

The particular approach to fuzzy logic used here
is the fuzzy decision tree.  The fuzzy decision tree is an
extension of the classical artificial intelligence concept of
decision trees.  The nodes of the tree of degree one, the
leaf nodes, are labeled with what are referred to as root
concepts.  Nodes of degree greater than unity are labeled
with composite concepts, i.e., concepts constructed from
the root concepts using “and”, “or”, and “not” [7].  Each
root concept has a fuzzy membership function assigned to
it.  The membership functions for composite concepts are
constructed from those assigned to the root concepts
using fuzzy logic connectives and suitable modifiers.
Each root concept membership function has parameters
that are determined by optimization as described below.

3 Optimization of the root concept’s
parameters using a genetic
algorithm for data mining

The parameters of the root concept membership
function are obtained by optimizing the RM over a
database of scenarios using a genetic algorithm (GA) [8].
A genetic algorithm can be described as follows.  A
genetic algorithm is an optimization method that
manipulates a string of numbers in a manner similar to
how chromosomes are changed in biological evolution.
An initial population made up of strings of numbers is
chosen at random or is specified by the user.  Each string
of numbers is called a “chromosome” and each numbered
slot is called a “gene.”  A set of chromosomes forms a
population.  Each chromosome represents a given number
of traits that are the actual parameters that are being
varied to optimize the “fitness function”.  The fitness
function is a performance index that is to be maximized.

The operation of the genetic algorithm proceeds
in steps.  Beginning with the initial population,
“selection” is used to choose which chromosomes should
survive to form a “mating pool.”  Chromosomes are
chosen based on how fit they are (as computed by the
fitness function) relative to the other members of the
population.  More fit individuals end up with more copies
of themselves in the mating pool so that they will more
significantly effect the formation of the next generation.
Next, two operations are taken on the mating pool.  First,
“crossover” (which represents mating, the exchange of
genetic material) occurs between parents.

In crossover, a random spot is picked in the
chromosome, and the genes after this spot are switched
with the corresponding genes of the other parent.
Following this, “mutation” occurs.  Mutation is a change
of the value of a randomly selected gene. After the
crossover and mutation operations occur, the resulting
strings form the next generation and the process is
repeated.  A termination criterion is used to specify when
the genetic algorithm should end (e.g., the maximum
number of generations or until the maximum fitness



exhibits little or no change over a certain number of
generations).

The optimization procedures employed here are
a component of a data mining operation.  Data mining is
defined as the efficient discovery of valuable, non-
obvious information from a large collection of data [4].
The genetic optimization techniques used here are
efficient, the relationship between parameters extracted
and the fuzzy rules are certainly not a priori obvious, and
the information obtained is valuable for decision-theoretic
processes.  Also, the RM is designed so that when the
scenario databases change as a function of time then the
algorithm can automatically re-optimize allowing it to
discover new relationships in the data.

The application of the genetic algorithm is
actually part of the second step in a three-step data
mining process.  The first step is the collection of data
and its subsequent filtering by a domain expert, to
produce a scenario database of good quality.  The second
step involves the use of various data mining functions
such as clustering and association, etc.  During this step,
the genetic algorithm based optimization is used to mine
parameters from the database.  These parameters allow
the fuzzy decision tree to form optimal conclusions about
resource allocation.  In the third and final step of the data
mining operation, the RM’s decisions are analyzed by a
domain expert to determine their validity.

Data mining to re-optimize the RM and real-time
operation of the RM may occur simultaneously on
different computers.  Since the RM is designed to operate
on a collection of platforms, even during very active use
of the RM, some computer resources may be available for
additional optimization and other data mining related
activities.  Thus, the multi-platform scheme allows
frequent re-optimization of the RM, while the previously
optimized version of the RM continues to function in
real-time.

Typically the database is constructed from data
taken from sensors of different types.  The data will be
sparse intermittent and noisy.  To assemble a
representative database, the domain expert must eliminate
unacceptable data followed by the use of various data
mining functions such as clustering [9-12], association
[13-20], etc.  Clustering can be used to organize the data,
suppress outliers, etc.  Association determines when data
measured on different sensors corresponds to the same
observable.

An alternate approach to constructing a database
for re-optimization involves embedding the RM in a
computer game.  The game is designed so human EA
experts can play it, in real-time against the RM.  The
game software records the expert’s selections.  This
record contributes to a database for re-optimization.  Such
a database is purer than one born of sensor data since
environmental noise, sensor defects, etc., are not
contaminating the data.  This offers the advantage that the
filtering stage of the data mining operation is simplified.
The obvious disadvantage is that the database will be less
representative of events in the real world, than one born
of real sensor data taken during battle.

4  The subtrees of the RM,
communication and co-evolution

The resource manager is made up of five parts,
the isolated platform model, the multi-platform model,
the communication model, the fuzzy parameter selection
tree and the fuzzy strategy tree.  As previously discussed
the isolated platform model provides a fuzzy decision tree
that allows an individual platform to respond to a threat
[7].  The multi-platform model allows a group of
platforms to respond to a threat in a collaborative fashion
[7].  The communication model describes the means of
communication or interaction between the platforms.
The fuzzy parameter selection tree is designed to make
optimal or near optimal selections of root concept
parameters from the parameter database assembled during
previous optimization with the genetic algorithm. Finally,
the strategy tree is a fuzzy tree that an agent uses to try to
predict the behavior of an enemy.

4.1 The communication model

The communication model used in conjunction
with the multi-platform model is similar to a real military
communication system.  Each platform has a
predetermined number of messages that it can send.  As
in real communication systems, due to network resource
limitations, there must be a prioritization of which
message each platform is to send across the network.  The
message priorities are high, medium and low.

4.2 Co-evolution

In nature a system never evolves separately from
the environment which contains it.  Both biological
system and environment simultaneously evolve.  This is
referred to as co-evolution [21].  In a similar manner the
fuzzy resource manager should not evolve separately
from its environment, i.e., enemy tactics should be
allowed to simultaneously evolve.  Certainly, in real
world situations if the enemy sees the resource manager
employ a certain range of techniques, they will evolve a
collection of counter techniques to compete more
effectively with the resource manager.

In a previous paper [7] an approach to co-
evolution involving averaging over a database of military
scenarios was reported.  The current approach involves
both blue and red meta-agents each having fuzzy decision
trees and strategy trees.  Both types of tree will adapt
during optimization.  A strategy tree differs from a
decision tree in that it is one meta-agent’s model of
another meta-agent’s decision tree.  During evolution as a
meta-agent “learns” the behavior of its enemy, the
parameters in its strategy tree will be adjusted finally
mirroring those in the enemy meta-agents decision tree.

During co-evolution a meta-agent can become so
well adapted to a simultaneously evolving enemy that it
may not be effective against less specialized enemies.
For this reason it is important to maintain species



diversification so the RM can respond to many types of
enemies.  Species diversification refers to having many
different species present in the environment
simultaneously.  Optimizing the RM over many different
threat species forces it to have a wider range of responses
increasing the probability of survival of the agent using
the RM.

One approach to species diversification is to
allow the fuzzy parameter selection tree to select from a
large parameter set that may include parameters for the
fittest individuals from previous generations.  This
assumes that the opposing agent or meta-agent shows
some telltale characteristic that indicates it is more
closely related to a previous generation than the current
generation.

5 Environmental and geo-political
rules

There are several activities that are currently being
conducted. These include: expansion of the rule set,
research related to improved optimization, expansion of
the technique library, the invention of new multi-platform
EA techniques which make good use of the resources
distributed over multiple platforms, and further validation
of the multi-platform resource manager.  Other research
topics currently being pursued are listed below.

5.1 Platform – Environment interactions

In a previous paper [7], a threat known as a
skimmer missile was introduced.   A skimmer
deliberately flies near the ocean surface to hide in radar
clutter resulting from electromagnetic scattering from the
ocean.  This is one example of an environmental effect on
sensor input data and hence the decisions of the RM.
Other potential environmental effects that can be
significant are those due to weather, e.g., visibility
limitations, limitations of radar, etc.; and space based
effects, such as solar flares occurring and limiting
communications.

The RM must have decision logic built into it to
deal with these environmentally based events.  Therefore
rules must be defined that will take into account the
effects of weather, scattering due to the ocean surface or
cloud cover, and space based events.  Current work on the
algorithm includes defining these rules, quantifying
related uncertainty, and determining relevant parameters
through optimization.

5.2 Geo-Politics

The geo-political structure of an environment
relates to the terrain, as well as the political beliefs of the
inhabitants of that particular area.  For example, tactics
used against the advanced Russian Navy in an open blue
water engagement, will not be the same as the tactics
used against the Iraqi Navy in the Persian Gulf.  Current
work includes rules and parameters that are being

selected with the geo-political structure of the
environment in mind.

6 Examples of multi-platform
response

In this section a specific example of the fuzzy
RM’s ability to optimally allocate electronic attack
resources is examined.  Input requirements and output
characteristics are considered, and illustrated through the
actual output of the current implementation of the RM.

6.1 Input scenarios and output of the fuzzy
RM

The fuzzy RM requires as input, the position and
number of ally platforms, e.g., ships, planes, etc., also
emitter range, bearing, heading, elevation, and the emitter
ID, with the associated uncertainty for the ID.  The effect
of the data is to stimulate the various fuzzy logic

Figure 1: Input scenario from radar threat with
certain radar ID

Figure 2: RM output during each second of runtime
for threat with certain radar ID.



concepts, resulting in different “actions” by the
algorithm.  The emitter ID is used to determine the
technique or techniques (for ID’s with uncertainty) that
the ally platform or platforms can execute against the
emitter.

In Figure 1, there is a battleforce of three ships
and also an incoming aircraft with targeting radar.  In this
scenario, the ID of the threat radar is known with 100%
certainty.  The fuzzy RM determines, for this emitter that
the carrier can effectively deal with it, while the other two
ships continue to monitor for other threats.

In Figure 2, the algorithm’s output for the
scenario in Figure 1 is displayed.  A polar plot with origin
at the centroid of battlegroup is used to display the
positions of the three ships (diamonds), the incoming
emitter (triangle marked with designation “foe type”), and
friendly aircraft (triangles marked with the designation
“friend type”).  Communications and electronic attack
techniques used by each ship are listed to the side.  The
arrows running from the ships to the foe-type emitter
indicate electronic attack.

The algorithm, during its real-time run, displays
an image of this type every second.  As indicated in the
box in the right-hand corner of Figure 2, the algorithm
selects the appropriate techniques for the attacking ship.
Finally, it should be noted there are two friendly aircraft
in the scenario.  The algorithm will not attack an emitter
based on kinematic properties if the emitter has been
clearly identified as a friend.

In Figure 3, there is a battleforce of three ships
and also an incoming aircraft with targeting radar.
However, in this scenario, the type of the threat emitter is
not well-known.  With the threat’s classification not
being well-known, and because a foe of some type is
indicated, all three ships conduct joint EA against the
threat emitter.

The blue ship first detecting the incoming threat,
communicates this information to the blue multi-ship
group.  A copy of the RM, running on each blue platform,
makes a determination about the optimal EA technique,
each ship selects for individual defense, or as needed joint
EA.  Since each ship has the same software aboard, this
significantly reduces the likelihood of the battlegroup

being rendered ineffective by the loss of a single
platform.

In Figure 4, the algorithm’s output for the
scenario in Figure 3 is displayed.  A polar plot with origin
at the centroid of battlegroup is used to display the
positions of the three ships (diamonds), the incoming
emitter (triangle marked with designation “foe type”), and
friendly aircraft (triangles marked with the designation
“friend type”).  Communications and electronic attack
techniques used by each ship are listed to the side.  The
arrows running from the ships to the foe-type emitter
indicate electronic attack.

The algorithm, during its real-time run, displays
an image of this type every second.  As indicated in the
box in the right-hand corner of Figure 4, the algorithm
chooses the appropriate techniques for all three attacking
ships.  As consistent with military doctrine, all three ships
are conducting joint EA.  Finally, it should be noted, as
above, there are two friendly aircraft in the scenario,
which are never attacked by the RM.

In Figure 5, once again, there is a battleforce of
three ships and also an incoming aircraft with targeting
radar.  The type of the threat emitter is not well-known.
Unlike the scenarios above, the ship initially closest to the

Figure 3: Input scenario for aircraft threat
with uncertain ID.

Figure 5: Input scenario for airplane threat with
uncertain radar ID, late arriving helicopter threat

Figure 4: RM output during each second of
runtime for radar threat with uncertain ID



airplane, the carrier,  is disabled and can not participate in
joint EA.  With the threat’s classification not being well-
known, and because a foe of some type is indicated, the
RM directs the two ships with functioning EA systems to
engage in joint EA against the incoming foe,
subsequently defending the disabled ship.

Midway through the battle, a helicopter was
detected by the ships’ sensors.  It was determined to be a
foe with uncertain radar ID.  The fuzzy RM determined
joint EA was called for and directed the two ships with
functioning EA systems to split their beams and
simultaneously conduct joint EA against the incoming
airplane and helicopter.

Figure 6 displays the output of the algorithm
during the first part of the scenario when only the airplane
has been detected. The arrows indicate that the RM has
directed the two ships with functioning EA systems to
attack the airplane since it has been determined to be a
foe with uncertain radar ID.  The carrier continues to
monitor the battlespace.

Figure 7 displays the output of the RM during
the final stage of the scenario during which the second
foe, the helicopter, was detected by the sensors.  Since the
helicopter was a foe with uncertain radar ID, the fuzzy
RM decided it should be attacked.  The RM directed the
two ships with functioning EA systems to split their
beams and simultaneously attack both foes.

The RM has been tested for many different military
scenarios.  It has been determined to be very effective by
comparing its decisions to the judgement of human
experts.

6.2 Sparse data

A RM designed to function in the real world
must be able to deal with partial data.  To test the
algorithm, the input data was rendered sparse by random
deletion.  Even with a loss of up to 50% of the original
data, the algorithm still determined the optimal EA
techniques for each platform.

7 Summary

A fuzzy logic based algorithm for optimal
allocation and scheduling of electronic attack resources
distributed over many platforms is under development.
Optimization of the resource manager is conducted by
using a genetic algorithm as a component of a data
mining process.  Construction of the database, which is
used for data mining and optimization was summarized.
The approach to optimization is co-evolution, a process
where both friend and foe agents and meta-agents
simultaneously evolve in a complex simulated
environment perceived by various sensors.  The five
components of the resource manager are discussed as
well as the environmental and geo-political rule classes.
Finally, examples of the resource manager’s multi-
platform response were considered.
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